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a b s t r a c t

In order to integrate a proton exchange membrane type (PEM) fuel cell system (FCS) combined with
a battery bank to a distribution grid; this paper proposes a local controller based on fuzzy logic. The
proposed system provides primary frequency control and local bus voltage support to the local grid.
This opposes the passive distributed generation of the present that do not provide auxiliary services,
such as back-up power, voltage support and reliability of supply as they operate under constant power
factor equal to 1 at all times. During network disturbances, the distributed generations of the present
are disconnected until normal operation is reestablished. When the distributed generation penetration
is high this may lead to system instability. The microgrid concept is the effective solution for the control
and quality improvement of grids with high level of DG penetration. So, the proposed system, also, can be
an active controllable microsource of a microgrid in the future that cooperates with other microsources
uzzy logic
oltage control

in order to cover the local load demands for active and reactive power either under grid-connected mode
or under islanding operating mode. In cases where the distribution grid (working as microgrid) is forced
to operate in islanded mode, the hybrid system provides the demanded active and reactive power. The
FCS is connected to a weak distribution grid so that the system performance is studied under the worst
conditions. The simulation results are obtained using MATLAB software under a severe step load change

necte
where the grid is still con
performance.

. Introduction

In the next decade the penetration of distributed generation
DG) in the distribution grid is expected to play an important role
n the power generation. Until now, penetration of DG in conven-
ional systems is limited so that the systems overcome emergency
ituations with the usual procedure followed by the traditional
ower Systems. Also, in weak distribution grids high DG penetra-
ion results in voltage rise problems, as thoroughly explained in [1],
ue to the distribution system operator (DSO) policy for DG to “fit

nd forget” requiring only operation at a fixed power factor. This
olicy fails to integrate the DG to the system and exploit its capa-
ility to mitigate such effects. Also, under remote fault conditions
he DG is disconnected until the system recovers, due to safety con-

Abbreviations: PEM, proton exchange membrane (fuel cell type); FCS, fuel
ell system; DG, distributed generation; DSO, distribution system operator; MC,
icrosource controller; MGCC, microgrid central controller; DMS, distribution man-

gement systems; PCC, point of common coupling; MFs, membership functions; VSI,
oltage source inverters; Fcs1–5, fuzzy controllers 1–5; IGBT, insulated gate bipolar
unction transistor; PWM, pulse width modulation; PI, proportional integral; SCC,
hort circuit capacity.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +30 210 6423465; fax: +30 2106423465.

E-mail addresses: chpapad@upatras.gr, chpapanetwork@gmail.com
C.N. Papadimitriou).

378-7796/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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d and under islanded operation. In both cases the system presents a good

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

cerns and the risks associated with an islanded system [2,3]. It is
a strong belief, though, that DG in the form of one independent
unit or in the form of a cluster of cooperating units (microgrid)
can provide ancillary services such as reserves and voltage support
under local disturbances and also play a significant role in islanded
operation, providing the demanded active and reactive power by
the critical loads. This can be achieved by the control of the DGs
electronic interface to the main grid and the energy storage plants.

Efforts have been made in the past so that DG contributes in pri-
mary frequency control [4,5]. In Ref. [4], a FCS without a reformer is
initially trying to supply demand power and in a second case a FCS
with a reformer is combined with wind turbines that compensate
the slow response of the FCS, trying to attain power equilibrium.
The FCS has slow response, whether a reformer exists or not mainly
because of the time delay of the system supplying air and the man-
ifold dynamics. In Refs. [6,7], hybrid systems of fuel cell-battery
have been presented and efforts have been made in order to regu-
late the fuel cell and the battery bank power to the dc side demand.
In these cases, the hybrid systems operate in stand-alone mode
without interfacing with an ac system.
In order to integrate DG to the grid, this paper proposes a fuzzy
based local controller for a proton exchange membrane type (PEM)
fuel cell system (FCS) combined with a battery bank providing pri-
mary frequency control and local bus voltage support. Under this
operating philosophy, DG must support the grid during local distur-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2011.01.017
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787796
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/epsr
mailto:chpapad@upatras.gr
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ances, as central generation supports high voltage systems in the
ransient period. In the control scheme presented here the hybrid
ystem power covers both the ac and dc side power demand. This
s because the FCS has been designed to operate both when the
istribution system is connected to the mean voltage level of the
rid and when it is disconnected from the grid and operates in
tand-alone mode (as a part of a microgrid in the future). The micro-
rid concept is the effective solution for the control of grids with
igh level of DG penetration. The majority of the DGs comprising a
icrogrid are also controllable. So, in order to achieve the full ben-

fits from the operation of the controllable distributed generation,
hierarchical control system architecture comprising three control

evels can be envisaged in a future microgrid. The microsource con-
roller (MC) uses local information to control the voltage and the
requency of the microgrid in transient conditions. The microgrid
entral controller (MGCC) optimizes the microgrid operation and
he distribution management systems (DMS) optimizes multiple

GCC which are interfaced in. As the proposed controller in this
aper is based on local information it will comprise the first layer
C of the FCS-battery system in the future microgrid. The battery

ank delivers power only in the transient period and in steady state
he FCS provides the overall power needed. The control has been
esigned to provide the system either partially with the demanded
ctive and reactive power in case of a load change in grid-connected
ode or the whole demanded energy in case of grid disconnec-

ion. The latter happens either due to a remote fault that has taken
lace at the mean voltage side or because the islanding operation
ode is desirable for microgrids in some cases. After the fault is

leared the controller synchronizes the FCS with the main grid and
he electrical connection is restored. In order to study the worst-
ase scenario, it is assumed that the point of common coupling
PCC) that the hybrid system is connected to, through a line to the
istribution grid has low short circuit capacity. The system configu-
ation is similar to this of a microgrid. So, a satisfactory operation of
he hybrid system reassures its successful integration into a micro-
rid in the future. The response of the system is simulated firstly
nder a severe step load change under grid connected mode and
econdly when a change to islanded operation mode is caused by
n upstream supply outage, using MATLAB software. It is expected
hat in steady state the DSO should coordinate DG to optimize oper-
tion minimizing active power losses and maintaining flat voltage
rofile.

In the following section, the proposed hybrid system is
escribed and analyzed. In Section 3 the local controller and its
omponents are analyzed thoroughly. The simulation results are
btained and analyzed in Section 4. In Section 5, a study about the
ctive power and voltage magnitude interaction is presented and
he last section concludes the paper.

. System description and modeling

The configuration of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The hybrid
ystem of this study is consisted of a proton exchange membrane
ype (PEM) fuel cell system (FCS) and a battery bank. The adopted

athematical model of the FCS is fitted to this paper requirements.
he FCS includes the following four main flow systems that are
esponsible for four main transient phenomena:

. Hydrogen supply system to the anode

. Air supply system to the cathode
. De-ionized water as a coolant

. De-ionized water to the humidifier of the membrane.

It is assumed in our study that for the first flow system a com-
ressed hydrogen tank is available and that the hydrogen flow
Systems Research 81 (2011) 1299–1307

in the anode is adjusted according to the air flow in the cathode
through a valve. For the second flow system, the “Chopper 2” (Fig. 1)
controls the supplied dc power to a dc motor that drives a compres-
sor which controls the air flow in the cathode. Therefore the rate
of change of the power at the output of the FCS is limited by the
overall inertia of the compressor and the motor. In our case, the
study period of the system lasts for a few seconds. So, for the third
subsystem it is assumed that the temperature of the fuel cell stack
remains constant (80 ◦C) as the thermal dynamics are very slow
with a time constant of about 102 s. Different operation tempera-
tures of the FC lead to different polarization curves. If a fuel cell
operates at higher temperatures, the shape of the voltage/current
density graphs changes. In particular, the initial fall in voltage as
current is drawn from the cell is remarkably less and the graph is
more linear. In addition, there may be a higher current density at
which the voltage falls rapidly, as with lower-temperature cells.
In order to determine the desired operation temperature the fol-
lowing is taken in mind: operating temperatures of over 60 ◦C are
desirable because they reduce losses, especially when the cathode
activation voltage drops. Also, it makes economic sense to oper-
ate the fuel cell at maximum possible power density, even if the
extra weight, volume, cost, and complexity of the humidification
system are taken into account. With larger cells, all these are pro-
portionally less important. On the other hand, in real systems, it is
very difficult to arrange proper FC humidification at temperatures
above 80 ◦C unless the system is pressurized to about 2 bar or more
or else the system will dry out. Typical operating temperature of a
PEM type FC is 80 ◦C and this value is chosen as the initial temper-
ature for the simulated FCS. About the fourth system, it is assumed
that the membrane of the model is fully humidified as the mem-
brane hydration has a transient phase of about 10 s [8]. It has to be
mentioned, that the air flow dynamics and the humidity manage-
ment define the FCS response. By assuming that the membrane is
fully humidified, the designed controller for the second subsystem
can be safely decoupled from the humidity. Also, the “double-layer
charging effect” has been neglected taking into account that the
time constant is merely 10−19 s [9]. The FCS is designed to be self-
powered meaning that every auxiliary component of the FCS must
be supplied by the FCS power particularly including the air supply
system. At the output of the FCS, the “Chopper 1” is connected so
that the dc voltage is boosted [10,11] and the FCS’s output is reg-
ulated, without exceeding the FCS capabilities. The battery bank
is connected in order to support the dc voltage, to keep its devia-
tions into certain limits and to support FCS’s performance under fast
load changes as FCS dynamics are slow. The hybrid system inter-
faces with the ac-side system through a voltage source inverter
(VSI) so that the active and reactive power can be controlled inde-
pendently. An L-C filter is located at the VSI output followed by a
step-up transformer. The transformer is connected to the point of
common coupling (PCC) with a 2 km distribution line where a pas-
sive load and an induction motor are connected at the low voltage
side of the distribution grid.

3. Fuzzy local controller

The four main flow subsystems that were briefly mentioned in
the previous section and the auxiliary subsystems that are beyond
the scope of this paper, establish a non linear FCS. The non lin-
earity of the system and some key points of great significance for
the system efficiency and performance are outlined below and jus-

tify the application of a fuzzy based intelligent control. Firstly, it
is significant for the compressor motor controller (Chopper 2) to
have a good dynamic response during fast load changes, so that the
FCS voltage does not drop dramatically leading to oxygen starva-
tion. Secondly, the “Chopper 1” controller has to act simultaneously
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Fig. 1. Propo

ith the fuel flow control achieving stability and accuracy while
inimizing overshooting and current rippling. The VSI controllers

ave to meet the same requirements too. Given that, the fuzzy logic
eems an attractive proposal as it does not require a precise mathe-
atical modeling or sophisticated computations that in many cases

ack efficiency and good performance. The fuzzy logic controllers
re non linear and adaptive in nature and thus it is expected to have
robust performance under disturbances.

The controllers force the hybrid system to provide primary
requency control and local bus voltage support under local distur-
ances. After a remote fault at the mean voltage side and after an
pstream supply outage, the controllers force the hybrid system
o provide the demanded active and reactive power to the loads
t the PCC. The local controllers consist of 5 different fuzzy con-
rollers (Fcs), Fig. 1. In Table 1 the input and the output signals of
very fuzzy controller are given in symbols. The used symbols are
xplained briefly in the nomenclature. The signals are analyzed in
etails in the following subsections.

The fuzzy controllers are designed from a heuristic knowledge
f the system. Of course, they are thoroughly iterated by sys-
em simulation study in order to be fine tuned. The advantage
f this method is the fast convergence as it provides adaptively
ecreasing step size in the search of the adequate output. Besides,
oisy and varying input signals do not affect the search. So, the
eights of the membership functions (MFs) of every controller
ere chosen after qualitative knowledge of the simulation system.

riangular MFs were chosen as the most popular type providing
atisfactory results. Some MFs, though, were chosen to have Gaus-

ian shape in order to limit the output values to the desired and
ucceed better convergence. It can be seen that the MFs are asym-
etrical, giving more sensitivity as the variables approach zero

alues.

able 1
nputs and outputs of the fuzzy controllers.

Fcs1 Fcs2 Fcs3 Fcs4 Fcs5

Input Ib �I �I �f �V
Output �Ibat �Us �Us2 �mi �shift
brid system.

3.1. Chopper 1 control

The battery bank supports the FCS when fast transient phe-
nomena occur as the FCS has slow dynamics and certain technical
limitations. In steady state, the FCS of the study has to provide itself
the whole demanded power, forces the current supplied by the bat-
tery bank to be zero and charges the battery bank if it is asked by the
monitoring system. Depending on the battery size, the load demand
that the battery is required to supply during the transient period
and the battery state of charge, the battery voltage could reach the
lower battery voltage limit. In this case a low voltage protection
is applied and the transient FCS support to the distribution grid is
cancelled. The Chopper 1 control includes the fuzzy controllers 1
and 2. The fuzzy controller 2 (Fc2) ensures through the duty cycle
of Chopper 1 that the FCS provides the demanded power by the ac-
side, the demanded power by the dc-motor and forces the current
supplying by the battery bank to zero in steady-state. The reference
current Iref (Fig. 1) for this controller is the sum of three currents:

Iref = Iref,1 + Idc + Ibat (1)

The first signal Iref,1 is expressed by the following equation:

Iref,1 = Po +
∑

�P

Vdc
(2)

where Po is the steady state power value and∑
�P the sum of the power variations according to a power

droop, given by the following equation:

�P = −k × (ω1 − ωref ) (3)

where

k: droop coefficient equal to 2 after tests in our study system.
ω1: calculated value of frequency at the VSI output.
ωref: reference value of frequency.
The Iref,1 current ensures that the active output power of the FCS
fits the new demand of the distribution grid.

The second reference current Idc is created according to the
absorbed power of the dc motor and is expressed by the following
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Fig. 2. Membership functions for the input signal of Fc1.

Fig. 3. Membership functions for the output signal of Fc1.

where Un+1
s2 is the new value of Us2 and Un

s2 is the old value of Us2.
When the Ichop value is lower than the reference signal value, the

duty cycle of the chopper 2 augments and the air flow to the cathode
augments too. The opposite happens when the Ichop is greater than
nput and output of the Fc1.

Fc1 input VP MP P OK NEG MNEG VNEG
Fc1 output POS H POS M POS L OK NEG L NEG M NEG H

quation:

dc = Pdcm

Vdc
(4)

here Pdcm is the absorbed power of the dc motor and Vdc is the
easured dc voltage at the battery output.
The Idc ensures that the FCS covers the dc motor power.
The third sigal Ibat is created through the output of the Fc1 whose

utput values �Ibat are added together in every simulation step in
rder to comprise the Ibat value at the steady state according to the
ollowing equation:

n+1
bat

= In
bat + �Ibat (5)

here In+1
bat

is the new value of Ibat and In
bat

is the old value of Ibat.
The input of Fc1 is the battery bank current Ib and ensures that

he battery bank supplying current is forced to zero in steady state.
When Ib is positive the output of the Fc1 is positive and is added

n order to build the Ibat signal. When Ib is negative, a negative
utput of Fc1 is added to the Ibat value. When the current of the
attery bank is zero the Ibat has reached its steady state value. In
teady state and when a charging of the battery bank is asked from
he monitoring system, the reference Ibat takes a constant value
qual to the charging current of the battery bank.

The error �I between the Iref and the measured dc current at the
utput of chopper 1, Ichop, drives the Fc2. The output of the Fc2 is
he deviations �Us of the signal Us. The sum of �Us creates the Us

ignal which determines the duty cycle of the Chopper 1, where the
WM is used [12]. This signal must not exceed the FCS capabilities
nd this is ensured by the limiter at the output of the Fc2.

n+1
s = Un

s + �Us (6)

here Un+1
s is the new value of Us and Un

s is the old value of Us.
When the Ichop value is lower than the reference signal value,

he duty cycle of the chopper 1 augments. The opposite hap-
ens when the Ichop is greater than the reference value. The fuzzy
ariables of the inputs of the Fc1 and Fc2 are expressed by the
ollowing linguistic variables: “very very positive (VVP)” “very
ositive (VP)”, “medium positive (MP)”, “positive (P)”, “negative
NEG)”, “medium negative (MNEG)”, “very negative (VNEG)”, “very
ery negative (VVNEG)”. The fuzzy variables of the outputs of the
c4 and Fc5 are expressed by the following linguistic variables:
very high positive (POS VH)”, “high positive (POS H)”, “medium
ositive (POS M)”, “low positive (POS L)”, “very high negative
NEG VH)”, “high negative (NEG H)”, “medium negative (NEG M)”,
low negative (NEG L)”. The rules of the Fc1 and Fc2 are shown in
ables 2 and 3, respectively. Their membership functions are shown
n Figs. 2–5.
.2. Chopper 2 control

The fuzzy controller 3 (Fc3) constitutes the Chopper 2 control
nd determines through its duty ratio the power that the dc-motor
f the FCS absorbs and therefore regulates the air flow supplied by

able 3
nput and output of the Fc2.

Fc2
input

VVP VP MP P OK NEG MNEG VNEG VVNEG

Fc2
output

POSVH POSH POSM POSL OK NEGL NEGM NEGH NEGVH
Fig. 4. Membership functions for the input signal of Fc2.

the compressor to the FCS. According to the pressure variation of
the supplied air, the supplied hydrogen from the hydrogen tank is
regulated through a valve and this regulates the output power of
the FCS according to the demanded power by the system without
oxygen starvation. In our study, the hydrogen flow is regulated to
the oxygen flow through a simple PI controller. The indication of an
oxygen starvation is the excess oxygen ratio �O2 which is the ratio
of oxygen supplied to oxygen used in the cathode. The optimum
value of �O2 is taken equal to 2 where for our chosen FCS the net
deliverable power is about maximum [9].

So, the input signal of the Fc3 is the same as in the Fc2. The
output of the Fc3 is the deviations �Us2 of a signal Us2, whose sum
builds a signal used in the PWM method applied on the switch of the
Chopper 2 and determines its duty cycle according to the following
equation:

Un+1
s2 = Un

s2 + �Us2 (7)
the reference value. The rules of the controller are also the same as

Fig. 5. Membership functions for the output signal of Fc2.
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Table 4
Input and output of the Fc4.

Fc4 input POS POS POS OK NEG NEG NEG
Fc4 output NEG H NEG M NEG L OK POS L POS M POS H

Table 5
Input and output of the Fc5.

Fc5 input POS POS POS OK NEG NEG NEG
Fc5 output POS H POS M POS L OK NEG L NEG M NEG H

Fig. 8. Membership functions of the input signal of Fc4.
Fig. 6. Membership functions of the input signal of Fc3.

n Fc2 of chopper 1 but with different weights, resulted after tests
n our system. The membership functions are also different and are
hown in Figs. 6 and 7.

.3. VSI control

The VSI control consists of the fuzzy controllers 4 and 5. The
ontrollers 4 and 5 ensure through the IGBT’s switching of the VSI
hat the hybrid system provides a part of the demanded active and
eactive power by the ac side when a local disturbance occur or
upplies the whole demanded power after the distribution grid is
isconnected. After simulation tests in our system, the dependency
f the voltage magnitude from the active power was found stronger
han this from the reactive power. This happens as the distribution
rid of our study is weak and has a low short circuit ratio 2 and the
istribution line has a low X/R ratio 0.5 [13]. This issue is further
nalyzed in Section 5.

The control of the active power is achieved through the modula-
ion index (mi) of the PWM method. The value of mi is determined
y the output of the fuzzy controller 4 (Fc4) which is the devia-
ions �mi of the modulation index signal whose values are added
ogether in every simulation step in order to comprise the mi value
t steady state:

n+1
i

= mn
i + �mi (8)

here mn+1
i

is the new value of mi and mn
i

is the old value of mi.
The input of this controller is the error between the measured

requency at the VSI output and the reference frequency value. This
rror is used in a droop Eq. (3) written in the previous section. When
he measured frequency is lower than the reference value, the mi
alue increases in order that the dc side supplies more active power.
he opposite happens when the measured frequency is greater than
he reference value. When the measured frequency equals to the
eference value, the input and the output of the Fc4 becomes zero
nd the mi has a constant value.

The control of the reactive power is achieved through the shift
f the phase angle of the sinusoidal reference signal of the PWM
ethod. The fuzzy controller 5 (Fc5) determines the shift value.
he input of this controller is the error between the reference volt-
ge and the measured voltage Vmeas at the VSI output. Its output is
he deviations �shift of the shift signal whose values are added
ogether in every simulation step in order to comprise the shift

Fig. 7. Membership functions of the output signal of Fc3.
Fig. 9. Membership functions of the output signal of Fc4.

value according to the following:

shiftn+1 = shiftn + �shift (9)

where shiftn+1 is the new value of shift and shiftn is the old value of
shift.

When the measured voltage is lower than the reference value
the shift increases and the opposite happens when the measured
voltage is greater than the reference value. The shift value is con-
stant when the error between the measured and the reference value
of the voltage becomes equal to zero. The fuzzy variables of the
inputs of the Fc4 and Fc5 are expressed by the following linguistic
variables: “positive (POS)”, “zero (OK)”, “negative (NEG)”. The fuzzy
variables of the outputs of the Fc4 and Fc5 are expressed by the
following linguistic variables: “high positive (POS H)”, “medium
positive (POS M)”, “low positive (POS L)”, “high negative (NEG H)”,
“medium negative (NEG M)”, “low negative (NEG L)”. The rules of
the Fc4 and Fc5 are shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Their
membership functions are shown in Figs. 8–11.
4. Simulation results

The data for the system of Fig. 1 are given in Appendix B. The
power and voltage bases for the pu system are: 10 kW, 380 V,

Fig. 10. Membership functions of the input signal of Fc5.
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Fig. 11. Membership functions of the output signal of Fc5.
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Fig. 14. The active power at the VSI output in pu.

Fig. 15. The battery bank current in steady state and transient period.
Fig. 12. The frequency at the VSI output.

espectively, also mentioned in the appendix. In Section 4.1 the
ontrol system response was tested under local disturbances in grid
onnected mode and in Section 4.2 the control system response was
ested in islanded operation.

.1. System performance under local disturbances in
rid-connected mode

In steady state, the R-L load absorbs its nominal active and reac-
ive power and the ac motor operates at a slip of 0.013 and absorbs
.9 kW and 0.6 kVar. In steady state the grid feeds almost the 60%
f the active power and the 100% of the reactive power of the loads.
he rest 40% of the demanded active power is fed by the hybrid
ystem.

At 0.5 s, a step load increase of the mechanical load of the induc-
ive machine is imposed. The mechanical load is doubled and the
ybrid system provides the ancillary services while the grid is still
onnected. Some representative results are shown in Figs. 12–17.
n Figs. 12 and 13, at 0.5 s, the frequency and the voltage drop due
o the unbalance of active and reactive powers in the system and
eturns to their nominal value after some oscillations within 0.5 s.
n Fig. 14, the hybrid system provides the demanded active power
orced by the VSI controller. It can be seen that the hybrid system
upplies the 40% of the active power of the load. The rest 60% is sup-

lied by the grid. In Fig. 15 the battery bank provides rapidly the
emanded power and after 4 s the battery bank current is forced
o zero. The FCS power is shown in Fig. 16. Initially, the FCS does
ot react as it has slow dynamics but it is slowly forced (due to

Fig. 13. The voltage at PCC in pu.
Fig. 16. The FCS delivered power.

technical limitations) to provide the demanded power within 4 s.
In Fig. 17 the simulated current at Chopper 1 output and the cur-
rent reference value are plotted in the same graph proving the good
performance of Chopper 1 controller.

4.2. System performance in islanded operation mode

The steady state of the system is the same as in the previous

case. At 0.5 s, the distribution grid is disconnected after a fault at
the mean voltage side and the hybrid system provides the ancil-
lary services. Some representative results are shown in Figs. 18–23.
In Fig. 18, at 0.5 s, the frequency drops and returns to its nominal
value after some oscillations within 1.5 s. In Fig. 19, at 0.5 s, the volt-

Fig. 17. The signals Ichop and the Iref plotted in the same graph.
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Fig. 18. The frequency at the VSI output.

Fig. 19. The voltage at PCC in pu.

Fig. 20. The active power at the VSI output in pu.

Fig. 21. The battery bank current in steady state and transient period.

Fig. 22. The FCS delivered power.
Fig. 23. The signals Ichop and the Iref plotted in the same graph.

age drops and returns to its nominal value after some oscillations
within 2 s. The drop for the signals of both frequency and voltage
is greater than the drop of the same signals observed in the previ-
ous case (local disturbances) as the insufficiency of both active and
reactive power is greater too.

In Fig. 20, the hybrid system provides the demanded active
power forced by the VSI controller. In Fig. 21 the battery bank cur-
rent increases rapidly in order that the battery bank supplies the
demanded power and returns to zero within 4 s. In Fig. 22 the FCS
provides the whole demanded active power within 4 s. In Fig. 23
the Chopper 1 controller performance proves good.

5. Active power and voltage magnitude interaction

It is well known that in the high voltage transmission systems
the frequency is depended from the active power and the voltage
from the reactive power. This happens as the high voltage grids
appear strongly inductive behavior. On the contrary, in distribution
systems the above dependency can be reversed and the voltage
may be rather stronger depended from the active power and the
frequency from the reactive power as they appear strongly resistive
behavior. The relation among the mentioned quantities depends
on the values of short circuit capacity (SCC) and the X/R ratio as
they appear on a node of the grid. When the SCC and the X/R are
low, the grid is strongly resistive and active power control through
the voltage magnitude can be achieved. As the SCC and X/R ratio
increases an interaction between the active and reactive control
loops can be observed. When the SCC and the X/R are high, the grid is
strongly inductive and active power control through the frequency
can be achieved. After simulation tests in our system, an expected
considerable interaction between the active and reactive control
loops was observed. The dependency of the voltage magnitude from
the active power is stronger than this from the reactive power. This
is fully justified by the fact that the distribution grid of our study
is weak with a low short circuit ratio 2 and the distribution line
has a low X/R ratio 0.5 and therefore it appears a strongly resistive
behavior.

Simulation tests with 3 distribution lines of different X/R ratios
were made in the system that is already described in order to eval-
uate the control performance and to make some safe conclusions.
For our tests we considered the parameters of 3 typical distribution
lines of the Greek network of about 0.22, 0.5 and 0.85 X/R ratio. The
length of each distribution line, 1.5 km, 2 km and 2.5 km, respec-
tively, is chosen so that the SCC remains almost the same in every
test case. This way the voltage drop at every line is almost the same
too. The type and the parameters of the distribution lines are shown
in Table 6.

The control performance was evaluated under two cases of
study, the local disturbance occasion (the same as previous sec-

tion) and the islanded operation. During the tests no changes or
regulations were done to the fuzzy controllers. In order to evaluate
the controller’s response in each case the frequency and voltage of
the simulated system at the VSI output are presented.
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Table 6
Parameters of distribution lines.

X (�/km) R (�/km) Length (km)

1 Cu & Al type (4 × 16 mm2) 0.308 1.248 1.5
2 AAAC type (4 × 70 mm2) 0.268 0.565 2
3 Cu & Al type (4 × 70 mm2) 0.261 0.301 2.5

Fig. 24. The frequency at VSI output during local disturbance and in steady state.

Fig. 25. The voltage at VSI output during local disturbance and in steady state.

f
F
i
a
F
q
v

Fig. 28. The frequency at VSI output during local disturbance and in steady state.

Fig. 29. The voltage at VSI output during local disturbance and in steady state.
Fig. 26. The frequency at VSI output in islanded operation.

The control behavior revealed satisfactory in both cases of study
or the first line of 0.22 X/R ratio as is presented in Figs. 24–27. In
igs. 24 and 25 the frequency and the voltage returns to their nom-
nal values within 0.7 s after some oscillations. It is also observed

n overshooting at the frequency signal that is acceptable. In
igs. 26 and 27 the grid is disconnected at 0.6 s and both the fre-
uency and the voltage recover within 2.3 s. The behavior of the
oltage signal in Fig. 27 at 1.5 s dictates that a regulation at the

Fig. 27. The voltage at VSI output in islanded operation.
Fig. 30. The frequency at VSI output in islanded operation.

membership function of Fc1 and Fc5 should be done for better
responses.

For the line of 0.5 X/R ratio the results have been already shown
and analyzed in Figs. 12–13 and 18–19.

The control behavior revealed also satisfactory for the third line
of 0.85 X/R ratio as is presented in Figs. 28–31. In Figs. 28 and 29
the frequency and the voltage return to their nominal values in
about 0.7 s after some oscillations. In Figs. 30 and 31 the grid is dis-
connected at 0.6 s and both the frequency and the voltage recover
within 1.3 s. The behavior of the signal in Fig. 31 at 1.4 s dictates that
a regulation at the membership functions of Fc1 and Fc5 should be

done for optimal results.

The X/R ratio in practical distribution lines does never exceeds
the value of 1. Therefore, the proposed fuzzy controllers can per-
form satisfactorily for all the distribution grids.

Fig. 31. The voltage at VSI output in islanded operation.
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For theoretical purposes the controller was tested for two distri-
ution lines of 2.5 and 3.5 X/R. At the value of 2.5 X/R, the controller
erformance deteriorates in both cases of study. At the value of
.5 X/R, the controller can force the hybrid system to support the
rid under small local disturbances. But, when the grid is discon-
ected after a remote fault at the mean voltage side, the control is
nable to force the hybrid system to provide the demanded power.
his happens because the dependency relation has dramatically
hanged and the active power control through the voltage mag-
itude becomes ineffective. In this section the effectiveness of the
roposed local controller when the grid’s behavior changes from
esistive to inductive and vice versa was investigated. In practical
ases, however, the behavior of a grid cannot change dramatically
nd the fuzzy controller revealed to perform well in a wide range
f X/R. In the future, though, the fuzzy local controller could be
esigned to incorporate the reactive and active power loop inter-
ction.

. Conclusion

This paper proposes a controller based in fuzzy logic in order to
ntegrate a hybrid system of fuel cell and battery bank into the dis-
ribution grid so as in the future this system could be incorporated
n a cluster of cooperating and controllable DGs (microgrid). The
ybrid system is evaluated under two disturbance cases: (a) local
isturbances such as a severe step load change. (b) transition from
he connected to islanded operation mode either after a remote
ault at the mean voltage side or intentionally. The simulation
esults prove that the hybrid system can provide ancillary services
t the distribution grid under both modes of operation. The sys-
em response was analyzed and revealed good performance. After
he transient period, a coordination of the DG to optimize opera-
ion minimizing active power losses and maintaining flat voltage
rofile is suggested.
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ppendix A. List of symbols

ref,1 reference created according to a power droop from the
ac-side

P,
∑

�P deviations of the demanded active power from the ac-
side and the sum of the demanded active power from the
ac-side, respectively
droop coefficient

1 calculated value of frequency at the inerter output
ref reference value of frequency

o steady state power value
dc measured voltage at the battery output

dc reference current created according to the absorbed
power of the dc motor

dcm absorbed power of the dc motor

b the calculated current of the battery and input of Fc1
bat, �Ibat the output signal of the Fc1 and the deviations of this

signal, respectively.
ref the total reference value of the dc current
chop calculated current at the output of the chopper 1

[

[
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�I the error of the calculated current at the output the chop-
per 1 Ichop from its reference Iref. It comprises the input of
both Fc2 and Fc3

Us, �Us the signal that controls the duty cycle of the chopper 1
and the deviations of this signal (output of Fc2)

Us2,�Us2 the signal that controls the duty cycle of the Chopper 2
the deviations of this signal (output of Fc3)

�O2 oxygen excess ratio
�f the error of the calculated value of frequency at the

inverter output from its reference value (input of Fc4)
mi, �mi the modulation index signal of the PWM method and the

change of this signal (output of Fc4), respectively
Vmeas, �V the measured voltage at the point of common coupling

and the error between the Vmeas signal and its reference
value (input of Fc5), respectively.

shift, �shift the signal of the PWM method and the change of the
this signal (output of Fc5), respectively

Appendix B.

FCS PEM: 10 kW, 150 cells, 100 A, 100 V, 280 cm2/cell
Distribution line: AAAC type (4 × 70), X (�/km) = 0.268, R
(�/km) = 0.565, 2 km.
AC system: 380 V, 50 Hz, base pu:10 kW, 380 V.
R-L load: 3 kW, 1 kVar, 380 V
Induction motor: 2.4 hp, 400 V, 50 Hz, 1500 rpm
dc-motor: 1 hp, 300 V, 1750 rpm, field: 150 V
Battery bank: 210 HV nickel-metal hybrid cells of 1.2 V, 2 A h, 250 V
Transformer: 10 kVA, 170:380 V, 50 Hz
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